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THINK OF ALL THE THINGS

IN YOUR HOUSE THAT NEED CHANGING
AND FIXING, TAKING OUT, AND REFILLING.

For instance, what would happen if no one at your
house ever took out the trash? The can would fill up,
garbage would spill over onto the floor, and soon
your kitchen (and probably your bathrooms) would
be knee-deep in trash. And what about your cabinets, pantry, and refrigerator? What if your mom or
dad never put anything new in them? There would
be no food to eat for dinner. Your parents would not
be able to fix your lunch, or bake cookies or brownies. And imagine if no one changed the light bulbs.
After a while there would be no light.
Did you know that your body is like a house? It
produces garbage, uses up resources, and needs
to be constantly refueled and taken care of. The
purpose of your blood is to take new food to your
cells, to remove garbage, and to perform numerous other jobs. Your blood keeps you alive. But how
does your blood get to all the places in your body
where it needs to go? It just so happens that your
body has the most well-designed pump
in the world—your heart. Your heart is
an organ made up mostly of muscle
that is about the size of one of your
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closed fists. (In adults, it is about the size of two
adult fists.) Many people think that the heart is on
the left side of the body, but actually it is almost
in the center, between your two lungs. Because
the heart is so important, God put it inside the rib
cage to protect it.

imagine doing that for five minutes. Would your arm
get tired? What if you did that for 20 minutes? Would
your arm get tired then? Of course it would. But your
heart can do that more than once per second and
never gets tired, even after 70 or 80 years. Also, electrical impulses in your heart keep it beating at just
the right pace. And all of this happens all day every
day, and you never even have to think about making
your heart beat, because your body is so wonderfully designed.

If brilliant scientists have studied the human
heart and attempted to design one like it, but
have failed, what does that say about the One Who
designed the human heart? It proves that God,
Who is the Master Designer, is more brilliant than
all the doctors in the world combined. We should
thank God for the amazing little pump in our chest
that never gets tired.

Doctors and scientists understand how difficult
making a pump like the heart is. They have attempted
to produce artificial hearts that work like the human
heart. But the artificial hearts that they make are no
match for the real thing. The longest any person has
ever lived with an artificial heart is 1,512 days. In fact,
many of the parts that are used in artificial hearts
wear out or break in just a few months.

What is so amazing about this little pump? Maybe
the most amazing aspect of your heart is that it
never gets tired—ever. Think about how your other
muscles get tired. When you run, your leg muscles
get tired. When you lift weights, your arms get
tired. But have you ever stopped and said, “Whew,
my heart muscle is tired! I’ve got to let it rest”?
No, you haven’t. This fact is astounding when you
realize that your heart beats about 100,000 times a
day (about 70 times per minute). That means if you
live to be 75 years old, your heart will beat about
2.7 billion times. If this little pump were pumping
liquid into the air, it could project it about 30 feet.
If you take 10 really big steps, that would be about
30 feet. Furthermore, the energy that the heart
produces every hour could lift a 2,000 pound car
off the ground. And yet your heart does not need
a break. Imagine squeezing a tennis
ball in your hand as hard
as you can. That is about
what a heartbeat is. Now
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Heart

The octopus is one amazing, but strange animal. It has
blue blood, black ink, and eight tentacles. (But you probably
knew all of that already.) What you may not know is that the
octopus has, not one, not two, but three hearts. According to
Smithsonian Magazine, “Two of the hearts work exclusively to
move blood beyond the animal’s gills, while the third keeps
circulation flowing for the organs. The organ heart actually stops beating when the octopus swims,” explaining the
animal’s fondness for “crawling rather than swimming, which
exhausts them.”

Hall of Fame
ERIC LYONS

IT IS OFTEN SAID, “VARIETY IS THE SPICE OF LIFE.” IF

THAT IS THE CASE, THEN LIFE IF FULL OF SPICE, BECAUSE GOD’S AMAZING, LIVING
CREATION IS FULL OF VARIETY. IN FACT, THE PSALMIST PRAISED GOD FOR THE MANY

different wonders of His creation in Psalm 104: “O Lord, how manifold are Your works! In wisdom You have
made them all. The earth is full of Your possessions” (104:24).

So often the variety that we focus on in the animal kingdom is what we see on the outside. But what’s underneath is pretty amazing as well—maybe even more so. And no animal organ is more important (and more
marvelous!) than the heart. Consider the amazing “heart hall of fame” of the animal kingdom.

Since a giraffe’s brain is about eight feet higher than its
heart, a giraffe must have a large heart that can pump blood
extremely hard against gravity. Such forceful pumping creates
blood pressure that is about twice that of any other large mammal, and as much as three times that of the average person.
What’s more, the giraffe must maintain such blood pressure
as long as the giraffe’s neck is vertically in the air. In order to
accomplish such effective, powerful pumping, God designed
the giraffe with a two-foot-long, 20-plus-pound, thick-walled
heart that is large enough and strong enough to pump blood
eight feet upward.

Although the heart of an
elephant is big (weighing
as much as an average
seven-year-old child—50
pounds!), it still isn’t the
largest heart on Earth.
The owner of the largest
heart belongs (perhaps not
surprisingly) to the most massive animal on Earth—the blue
whale. It seems as if everything about this marine mammal is
big. It has a fluke (tail) wider
than a racquetball court. Its
tongue is large enough for 50
people to stand on it at one
time. But what about its heart?
The heart of the blue whale is
slow (it only beats six or seven
times per minute), but big—it
is the size of a small car, weighing nearly 1,300
pounds. What’s more, the whale’s
largest blood vessel (called the aorta)
is so big that a small person could
actually crawl through it.
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The Bee Hummingbird is the smallest bird in the world. It is
only two inches long (from beak to tail) and weighs less than
a penny. Though the heart of the Bee Hummingbird is very
small, in proportion to body size of all other birds, it has the
largest heart. Also, its heart beats fast—really fast. At rest, it
may beat 500 times per minute (which is faster than you can
count in 60 seconds). When active, its heart can beat 1,200
times per minute (or 20 times per second!).

While hummingbirds have an extremely fast heart
rate, the pygmy shrew (which looks kind of like a
mouse) has an even faster one. It can beat over 1,500
times per minute!
While at rest, the heart rate of the fastest land
animal (the cheetah) is about 150 beats per minute. During a chase where this cat reaches speeds of 70 miles
per hour, its heart rate increases to 200-250 beats per minute.
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2. The Master Designer of the
heart. ____________
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3. Has a heart the size of a small
car. _______ ___________
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1. The most well-designed pump in
the world. ______________

4. A large blood vessel.
__________
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True or
False

On a separate
Sheet of Paper
1. Write one paragraph about
the amazing design of the
human heart.

1. ___ Your heart is an organ made up mostly of muscle.

2. Discuss the importance of
our spiritual heart.

3. ___ Our spiritual “heart” is our mind.

2. ___ The word “heart” is only found in the Bible one time.

4. ___ Human beings are the only creatures whose brains,
throats, mouths, and tongues are specifically
designed for speech.
5. ___ Some birds can mimic language (meaning they can copy some
sounds), but they cannot talk like humans.
6. ___ Your heart is on the left side of your body.
7. ___ If we allow our hearts to dwell on evil things, our hearts can
become “hardened.”
8. ___ The octopus has four hearts.

U

Z X

5. Creature with three hearts.
__________
6. Animal with extremely high blood pressure. __________
7. Has a heart that can beat over 1,500 times per minute. __________ _________
8. A land animal with a heart that can weigh as much as 50 pounds. _____________

Dear Digger Doug,
Why can’t dogs talk?
—Emma, Florence, AL
Dear Emma,

FIll In The
BIble Verses
1. “O Lord, how __________ are Your works! In
__________ You have made them all. The earth
is full of Your possessions” (Psalm 104:24).

(NKJV)

2. “Keep your heart with all __________, for out of it spring the issues of life”
(Proverbs 4:23).
3. “Blessed are the _______ in ________, for they shall see God” (Matthew 5:8).
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I can just hear some kids saying, “What do you mean? My dog talks! When I tell him to ‘talk’
he barks just like I tell him to.” Of course, we know dogs can bark; but why can’t they talk?
For that matter, why are humans the only creatures on the planet that can talk? Some birds
can mimic language, meaning they can copy some sounds. But they cannot talk like humans. Did
you know, Emma, that your question poses a problem for those who believe in evolution? If
humans are just evolved animals, and they can talk, then other animals should be evolving the
ability to talk and use language just like humans. But animals do not have this amazing ability;
and humans are the only creatures whose brains, throats, mouths, and tongues
are specifically designed for speech. And there is your answer. God designed
humans to use language, because humans have souls and are made in God’s
image. But no animals are made in the image of God. Language and speech
are some of the things that separate humans from animals. Thanks for
the good question.
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Keep Your

Heart
DAVE MILLER

THE ENGLISH BIBLE USES

THE WORD “HEART” HUNDREDS OF TIMES—
MOSTLY TO REFER TO THE MIND OR SPIRIT. IF

it is important to take care of your physical heart, it is
really important to care for your spiritual heart.

Solomon once said: “Keep your heart with all diligence, for out of it spring the issues of life” (Proverbs 4:23). He was not
talking about our “blood pumper.” He was talking about our mind. He
was saying that we must guard our thinking and be careful about what
we expose our mind to. When we do something that is bad, we first had
to think about doing it in our hearts. That is why Jesus said: “But those
things which proceed out of the mouth come from the heart…. For out
of the heart proceed evil thoughts” (Matthew 15:18-19). We must be very
careful to protect our hearts from evil thoughts and desires.
If we allow our heart to dwell on bad things, our heart can become “hardened” (Ephesians 4:18). That is very bad, since a hard heart keeps a person from
listening to God’s words and the words of those who love us (like parents) when
they warn us about danger in our lives.
When we do wrong, we should immediately repent and show proper sorrow
for our actions. Otherwise, our heart will be both hardened and “impenitent”
(Romans 2:5).
We must not allow our hearts to be “trained in covetous practices” (2 Peter
2:14), which means always thinking about things that we want and we desire.
Instead, we should use our minds to think of the needs of others, how we might
help others, and how we can do God’s work.
We must try every day to have a “pure” heart (1 Timothy 1:5) that loves other people. And we must work to have a “true” heart (Hebrews 10:22) that seeks God and desires
to obey Him. We must love God with all our heart (Matthew 22:37).
And always remember that Jesus said: “Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall
see God” (Matthew 5:8).
G O D X
D Y

SOLVE, FIND, AND CIRCLE: 1. heart; 2. God; 3. blue whale; 4. aorta; 5. octopus; 6. giraffe; 7. pygmy shrew; 8. elephant.
FILL IN THE BIBLE VERSES: 1. manifold, wisdom; 2. diligence; 3. pure, heart.
TRUE OR FALSE: 1-T; 2-F; 3-T; 4-T; 5-T; 6-F; 7-T; 8-F.
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